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RANK ONE ISOMETRIES OF BUILDINGS AND QUASI-MORPHISMS OF
KACMOODY GROUPS
PIERRE-EMMANUEL CAPRACE* AND KOJI FUJIWARA
‡
Abstrat. Given an irreduible non-spherial non-ane (possibly non-proper) building X,
we give suient onditions for a group G < Aut(X) to admit an innite-dimensional spae of
non-trivial quasi-morphisms. The result applies in partiular to all irreduible (non-spherial
and non-ane) KaMoody groups over integral domains. In partiular, we obtain nitely
presented simple groups of innite ommutator width, thereby answering a question of Valerii
G. Bardakov [MK99, Problem 14.13℄. Independently of these onsiderations, we also inlude
a disussion of rank one isometries of proper CAT(0) spaes from a rigidity viewpoint. In an
appendix, we show that any homogeneous quasi-morphism of a loally ompat group with
integer values is ontinuous.
1. Introdution
Let G be a group. Reall that a quasi-morphism is a map f : G→ R suh that
sup
g,h∈G
|f(gh) − f(g)− f(h)| <∞.
A quasi-morphism is alled homogeneous if its restrition to every yli subgroup is a homo-
morphism. The set QH(G) of all quasi-morphisms is naturally endowed with the struture of a
real vetor spae. We denote by Q˜H(G) the vetor spae of non-trivial quasi-morphisms,
namely
Q˜H(G) = QH(G)/
(
ℓ∞(G) ⊕Hom(G,R)
)
.
The spae Q˜H(G) naturally identies to the kernel of the anonial map
H2b(G,R) → H
2(G,R)
of the seond bounded ohomology spae with trivial oeients to ordinary seond ohomol-
ogy. GroupsG with vanishing Q˜H(G) inlude all amenable groups and all irreduible latties in
higher rank semisimple algebrai groups over loal elds [BM02℄. Opposite to these are groups
with innite-dimensional spae of quasi-morphisms; they inlude non-elementary hyperboli
groups [EF97℄, mapping lass groups of surfaes of higher genus [BF02℄ and outer automor-
phism groups of free groups [Ham08℄, [BFe℄. There exist groups G whih have Kazhdan's
property (T) suh that Q˜H(G) is nite-dimensional but non-zero [MR06℄.
Before stating the main result of this paper, let us reall that a building of type (W,S)
is a set X endowed with a map δ : X × X → W satisfying three simple axioms whih are
realled in Set. 5 below. The map δ is alled the Weyl distane. A group Γ ating on X by
automorphisms is said to be Weyl-transitive if for all x, y, x′, y′ ∈ X with δ(x, y) = δ(x′, y′)
there exists γ ∈ Γ suh that γ.x = x′ and γ.y = y′.
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Theorem 1.1. Let (W,S) be an irreduible non-spherial and non-ane Coxeter system with
S nite, X be a building of type (W,S) and G be a group ating on X by automorphisms.
Assume that at least one of the following onditions is satised:
(1) The G-ation on X is Weyl-transitive.
(2) For some apartment A ⊂ X, the stabilizer StabG(A) ats oompatly on A.
Then Q˜H(G) is innite-dimensional.
Remark 1.2.
(a) Notie that the building X is not assumed to be loally ompat. Moreover X may
ontain ats of arbitrarily large dimension; in partiular it need not be Gromov hy-
perboli.
(b) The quasi-morphisms appearing in Theorem 1.1 take values in Z and extend to quasi-
morphisms Aut(X) → Z dened over the full automorphism group of X. It is an
amusing fat that any homogeneous quasi-morphisms of a loally ompat group with
values in Z is ontinuous; this will be shown in the appendix below. In the speial ase
when X is loally ompat, the bounded-open topology gives Aut(X) the struture of
a loally ompat (seond ountable) group. In partiular, under the assumptions of
Theorem 1.1, we dedue that the spae of ontinuous non-trivial quasi-morphisms on
Aut(X) is innite-dimensional.
() Condition (1) in Theorem 1.1 implies in partiular that G is far from disrete. We
point out that, in the speial ase when X is Gromov hyperboli, a related transitivity
assumption (whih is not logially orrelated to Weyl transitivity, but whih might look
qualitatively stronger at a rst sight) would automatially imply vanishing of Q˜H(G).
Indeed, aording to an unpublished result by N. Monod, independently established by
Ursula Hamenstädt [Ham08a, Th. 4.1℄, if a group Γ admits a quasi-distane-transitive
ation on a Gromov-hyperboli geodesi metri spae, then Q˜H(Γ) = 0 (for a related
result see Corollary 3.2 below). By a quasi-distane-transitive ation, we mean
that there exists C > 0 suh that for all x, y, x′, y′ ∈ X with d(x, y) = d(x′, y′), there
exists γ ∈ Γ suh that d(γ.x, x′) ≤ C and d(γ.y, y′) ≤ C.
The most important lass of groups admitting Weyl-transitive ations on buildings of ar-
bitrary type is provided by KaMoody groups. These groups are obtained by a funtorial
onstrution whih assoiates a group funtor on the ategory of ommutative rings to any
generalized Cartan matrix (or more generally to any KaMoody root datum), see [Tit87℄ and
[Tit92℄ for the split ase and [Rém02℄ for the almost split ase.
Corollary 1.3. Let G be a KaMoody-Tits funtor whose Weyl group is irreduible non-
spherial and non-ane and let R be an integral domain. Then Q˜H(G(R)) is innite-dimensional.
In partiular G(R) possesses elements of stritly positive stable ommutator length and is there-
fore of innite ommutator width.
Reall that the stable ommutator length of an element g, denoted by scl(g), of the
ommutator subgroup [G,G] of a group G is dened as limn→∞
cl(gn)
n
, where cl(h) denotes
the minimal number k suh that h ∈ [G,G] may be written as a produt of k ommutators.
The ommutator width of G is the supremum of the funtion cl on [G,G]. The onnetion
between the seond bounded ohomology of G, quasi-morphisms on G and the stable om-
mutator length of elements in [G,G] was disovered by Ch. Bavard [Bav91℄. In partiular, if
f(g) > 0 for f ∈ Q˜H(G) and g ∈ [G,G], then scl(g) > 0. We refer to a reent monograph by
D. Calegari [Cal℄ for more information on the stable ommutator length.
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A KaMoody group over a eld of ardinality ≥ 4 is perfet. However even over the
smallest elds, the abelianization is always nite (this follows from the last two paragraphs
of the proof of Theorem 15 in [CR09℄). The arguments of lo. it. show that the group
G(R) as in Corollary 1.3 generally admits no nontrivial nite quotient. In fat, when R is a
nite eld of order larger than the rank of the Weyl group, the group G(R) happens to be
simple, and even nitely presented when the Weyl group is 2-spherial [CR09℄. In partiular,
we obtain the following, whih answers positively a question asked by Valerii G. Bardakov
[MK99, Problem 14.13℄:
Corollary 1.4. There exists an innite family of pairwise non-isomorphi nitely presented
simple groups possessing elements of stritly positive stable ommutator length; these groups
have therefore innite ommutator width.
Formerly nitely generated simple groups of innite ommutator width had been on-
struted by Alexey Muranov [Mur07℄.
As disussed in [CR09℄, properties of KaMoody groups over nite elds may be fruitfully
ompared to properties of higher rank arithmeti groups; this omparison highlights strong
analogies between both families. Corollary 1.3 testies for the fat that KaMoody groups
also enjoy some form of hyperboliity property, as opposed to the higher rank latties. In
order to stress this in a slightly dierent way, we inlude the following orollary, whih follows
immediately from Corollary 1.3:
Corollary 1.5. KaMoody groups as in Corollary 1.3 do not have bounded generation. More-
over they are not boundedly generated by any family of torsion amenable subgroups. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 relies on a onstrution of quasi-morphisms for groups ating on
CAT(0) spaes, elaborated by M. Bestvina and K. Fujiwara [BF07℄. The onditions ensuring
an innite-dimensional spae of quasi-morphisms are realled in Set. 2; the main one is the
existene of ontrating isometries, whih by denition are isometries induing a North-South
dynamis on the boundary and generalize the rank one isometries as dened by W. Ballmann.
The key geometri ingredients for the proof of Theorem 1.1 are a haraterization of ontrating
isometries (Theorem 5.1) and a riterion ensuring that two given ontrating isometries are
independent and non-equivalent. In fat, we believe that the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 are
unneessarily strong for the existene of ontrating isometries of buildings. To be more preise
we propose the following:
Conjeture 1.6. Let (W,S) be an irreduible non-spherial and non-ane Coxeter system
with S nite, X be a building of type (W,S) and G be a group ating on X by automorphisms
without xing any point at innity (in the CAT(0) realization of X). Then G either stabilizes
a proper residue or ontains a ontrating isometry.
This onjeture holds in the speial ase where W is Gromov hyperboli, or more generally
when W is relatively hyperboli with respet to its maximal virtually Abelian subgroups. The
latter ondition is ompletely haraterized in [Cap07℄ and therefore yields the following:
Proposition 1.7. Assume that for any two innite speial subgroups WJ1 ,WJ2 < W suh that
[WJ1 ,WJ2 ] = 1, the group 〈WJ1 ∪WJ2〉 is virtually abelian. Then any loally nite building of
type (W,S) satises Conjeture 1.6.
A major interest of a solution to Conjeture 1.6 is that, when ombined with the Burger
Monod vanishing theorem [BM02, Theorems 20 and 21℄ and the BestvinaFujiwara onstru-
tion, it would yield an interesting rigidity statement for higher rank latties, in the same
vein as those established in [BF02℄ and [Ham08℄. In order to illustrate this, we mention the
following result, whih should be ompared to [Ham08b, Theorem 2℄.
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Theorem 1.8. Let X be a proper CAT(0) spae and G < Is(X) be any group of isometries.
Assume that G ontains a rank one element. Let G be the losure of G in Is(X) with the
ompat-open topology. Then one of the following assertions holds, where Λ denotes the limit
set of G:
(1) G either xes a point in ∂X or stabilizes a geodesi line; in both ases, it possesses a
subgroup of index at most 2 with innite Abelianization.
(2) G ats transitively on Λ× Λ−∆, where ∆ denotes the diagonal.
(3) G does not at transitively on Λ×Λ−∆, and the spaes Q˜H(G) and Q˜Hc(G) are both
innite-dimensional.
Furthermore, if X has oompat isometry group, then (1) implies that G is amenable and (2)
implies that the spae of ontinuous nontrivial quasi-morphisms Q˜Hc(G) vanishes.
Theorem 1.8 has the following onsequene, whih diretly relates to Conjeture 1.6:
Corollary 1.9. Let Γ < G =
∏
α∈AGα(kα) be an irreduible lattie, where |A| > 1, (kα)α∈A is
a nite family of loal elds and the Gα are onneted simply onneted kα-almost simple groups
of kα-rank > 1. Let X be a proper CAT(0) spae and ϕ : Γ → Is(X) be any homomorphism.
Then ϕ(Γ) does not ontain any rank one element.
In partiular, ombining Proposition 1.7 with Corollary 1.9, one obtains:
Corollary 1.10. Let Γ be as in Corollary 1.9 and X be a loally nite building whose type
satises the ondition of Proposition 1.7. Then any Γ-ation on X by automorphisms stabilises
a residue of spherial or Eulidean type. 
Let us nally mention that, independently of M. Bestvina and K. Fujiwara, Ursula Hamen-
städt developed a slightly dierent approah providing a general axiomati setting for groups
ating on topologial spaes by homeomorphisms to admit an innite-dimensional spae of
non-trivial quasi-morphisms [Ham08℄. It turns out that her approah, when applied to the
present ontext, would also provide information on the seond bounded ohomology with
nontrivial oeients.
The paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 is preliminary. The aim of Setion 3 is the
proof of Theorem 1.8 and its orollaries. It ontains several geometrial results on rank one
isometries of proper CAT(0) spaes whih might be of some independent interest. Set. 4 is
devoted to Coxeter groups; its main purpose is to show that irreduible Coxeter groups whih
are not virtually abelian ontain many ontrating isometries in their natural ation on the
Davis omplex. Finally, hyperboli isometries of buildings are studied in Set. 5.
Convention. In order to avoid any onfusion, we remark that quasi-morphisms are some-
times alled quasi-homomorphisms in the literature (for example in [BF02℄,[BF07℄). This
explains the notation QH for the spae of quasi-morphisms; and Q˜H for the non-trivial ones in
this paper, following [BF02℄,[BF07℄. We note however that in the monograph [Cal℄, the spae
of quasi-morphisms is denoted by Qˆ and the spae of homogeneous quasi-morphisms is de-
noted by Q, while the latter is denoted by HQH (for `homogeneous quasi-homomorphisms') in
[BF02℄,[BF07℄. In the present paper, no speial notation is used for the spae of homogeneous
quasi-morphisms.
Stable ommutator length of g is denoted by scl(g) in this paper, but it is sometimes alled
`stable length', and also denoted by ‖g‖ (as for example in [Bav91℄).
A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2. Rank one elements, ontrating isometries and quasi-morphisms
Let X be a CAT(0) spae. A geodesi line L in X is said to have rank one if it does not
bound a at half-plane. The line L is said to be B-ontrating for some B ≥ 0 if for every
metri ball C disjoint from L the projetion πL(C) has diameter at most B.
An isometry γ ∈ Is(X) is said to have rank one if it is hyperboli and if some (and hene
any) of its axes has rank one. Similarly γ is alled B-ontrating if it is hyperboli and
if some of its axes is B-ontrating. It is alled ontrating if it is B-ontrating for some
B ≥ 0.
Reall from [BF07, Thm. 5.4℄ that if X is proper, then an isometry has rank one if and
only if it is B-ontrating for some B ≥ 0. We will see later (see Theorem 5.1) that for some
lass of nite-dimensional CAT(0) spaes, this assertion holds even without the properness
assumption.
Following [BF07℄, we will use:
Denition 2.1. Let γ1, γ2 ∈ Γ be hyperboli elements and x a base point x0 ∈ X.
The elements γ1 and γ2 are alled independent if the map
Z× Z→ [0,∞) : (m,n) 7→ d(γm1 .x0, γ
n
2 .x0)
is proper.
The elements γ1 and γ2 are alled Γ-equivalent (notation: γ1 ∼Γ γ2) if the following ondi-
tion holds: there exists δ > 0 suh that for eah r > 0 there is g ∈ Γ with d(γn1 .x0, gγ
n
2 .x0) < δ
for all integers n ∈ [−r, r].
Notie that both properties are independent of the hoie of the base point. Furthermore
two elements γ1 and γ2 are independent if and only if γ1 and γ
−1
2 are independent. When the
Γ-ation is proper, both notions an be made more preise:
Lemma 2.2. Let Γ at properly disontinuously on a omplete CAT(0) spae X. Then:
(i) Two hyperboli elements γ1, γ2 are independent if and only if the anonial attrating
xed point γ+1 of γ1 at innity is distint from both the attrating and the repulsive
xed point of γ2 at innity.
(ii) Two ontrating elements γ1, γ2 satisfy γ1 ∼Γ γ2 if and only if some positive powers of
γ1 and γ2 are onjugate.
(iii) If two ontrating elements γ1 and γ2 are not independent, then γ1 ∼Γ γ2 or γ1 ∼Γ γ
−1
2 .
(iv) If Γ is non-elementary and ontains a ontrating element, then it ontains two on-
trating elements γ1 and γ2 suh that γ1 6∼Γ γ2 and γ1 6∼Γ γ
−1
2 .
Assertion (i) means in other words that given two rank one elements, either their axes are
parallel (and the element are dependent) or the respetive attrating and repulsive xed points
of the two elements at innity form four distint points of the visual boundary ∂X.
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Proof. (i). The `only if' part is lear. Let γ1 and γ2 be hyperboli elements with non-parallel
axes, say ℓ1 and ℓ2 respetively, and assume for a ontradition that γ1 and γ2 are not in-
dependent. Then ℓ1 and ℓ2 ontain rays ρ1 ⊂ ℓ1 and ρ2 ⊂ ℓ2 whih are at nite Hausdor
distane from one another. By properness of the Γ-ation, it follows that there exist integers
m 6= m′ and n 6= n′ suh that gm1 g
n
2 = g
m′
1 g
n′
2 . Thus g
m′′
1 = g
n′′
2 for some nonzero m
′′
and n′′.
This implies that ℓ1 and ℓ2 are at nite Hausdor distane from one another, hene parallel.
This is absurd.
(ii). See [BF07, Prop. 6.5(3)℄.
(iii). Follows from (i), (ii) and the fat that the stabilizer the parallel set of any axis is virtually
yli by properness.
(iv). Follows from [BF07, Prop. 6.2 and 6.5(4)℄. 
Remark 2.3. Important to observe is that, when the ation is disrete as above, the property
of being Γ-inequivalent is onjugayinvariant. More preisely, given γ1, γ2 ∈ Γ with γ1 6∼Γ γ2
and γ1 6∼Γ γ
−1
2 as in (iv), then, for any g ∈ Γ, we have γ1 6∼Γ gγ2g
−1
and furthermore γ1 and
gγ2g
−1
are independent. This follows from (ii) and (iii) in Lemma 2.2.
The onstrution of quasi-morphisms that we will use was performed by M. Bestvina and
K. Fujiwara [BF07, Th. 6.3℄; notie that there is no disreteness assumption whatsoever on
the ation:
Proposition 2.4. Let Γ < Is(X) be any group of isometries of a omplete CAT(0) spae X.
Assume that Γ ontains two independent elements whih are not Γ-equivalent. Then Q˜H(Γ) is
innite-dimensional. 
3. Proper CAT(0) spaes with rank one isometries and rigidity of higher rank
latties
The present setion is aimed at proving Theorem 1.8; there is no logial dependene between
this and the subsequent setions.
Given a proper CAT(0) spae X, the ompat-open topology gives Is(X) the struture of a
loally ompat seond ountable topologial group.
3.A. The stabilizer of a point at innity xed by a rank one element.
Proposition 3.1. Let X be a proper CAT(0) spae with oompat isometry group and G <
Is(X) be any group of isometries. Let ξ ∈ ∂X be a point xed by some rank one element of
Is(X). Then the stabilizer Gξ is amenable.
Proof. By the very nature of the statement to be established, there is no loss of generality in
assuming that G is losed. If G stabilizes a geodesi line, then the desired onlusion learly
holds. We assume heneforth that G does not stabilize any line. In partiular, the existene of
a rank one element implies that G does have a global xed point at innity. Thus X possesses
a nonempty minimal G-invariant losed onvex subset Y ⊆ X (see [CM08, Prop 3.1℄). The
point-wise stabilizer of Y being ompat, hene amenable, there is no loss of generality in
assuming that Y = X.
By [CM08, Th. 4.7℄ the group G is either an almost onneted simple Lie group or totally
disonneted. In the former ase, the desired result follows from [CM08, Th. 6.4℄. In the latter
ase, the result follows from [Cap09, Th. 1.5℄ sine for any xed point ξ of a rank one isometry,
the transversal spae Xξ as dened in lo. it. is bounded. 
The following statement parallels Proposition 6.4 in [Ham08b℄:
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Corollary 3.2. Let X be a proper CAT(0) spae with oompat isometry group and G < Is(X)
be a losed group of isometries with limit set Λ. Assume that G ontains a rank one element.
If G ats transitively on Λ× Λ−∆, then the spae of ontinuous nontrivial quasi-morphisms
Q˜Hc(G) vanishes.
Proof. Let g ∈ G be the given rank one element and a, b ∈ ∂X denote its xed points. Let
also G{a,b} denote the stabilizer of the pair {a, b} in G. By assumption, for eah h ∈ G there
exists g′ ∈ G suh that g′.h ∈ Gb, and we may hoose g
′ ∈ Ga or g
′ ∈ G{a,b} aording as
h(b) 6= a or h(b) 6= a. This shows that the group G is a produt
G = Ga ·G{a,b} ·Gb.
By Proposition 3.1 all subgroups Ga, Gb and G{a,b} are amenable. In partiular the spaes
H2cb(Ga,R), H
2
cb(Gb,R) andH
2
cb(G{a,b},R) vanish and any ontinuous nontrivial quasi-morphism
of Ga, Gb or G{a,b} is bounded. Thus the same holds for G as desired. 
Remark 3.3. If X is a CAT(0) ell omplex with nitely many types of ells and G < Is(X)
ats by ellular transformations, then Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 remain true without
the hypothesis that X has oompat isometry group: this follows from the same reasoning
as above, using a straightforward adaptation of the arguments in [Cap09℄.
3.B. On the existene of independent rank one elements.
Proposition 3.4. Let X be a proper CAT(0) spae and G < Is(X) be any subgroup. Assume
that G ontains a rank one element. Then one of the following assertions holds:
(1) G either xes a point in ∂X or stabilize a geodesi line; in both ases, it possesses
a subgroup of index at most 2 with innite Abelianization. Furthermore, if X has
oompat isometry group, then G < Is(X) is amenable.
(2) G ontains two independent rank one elements; in partiular G ontains a disrete
non-Abelian free subgroup.
Proof. Any rank one element ats on the boundary at innity with a North-South dynamis,
see [Bal95, Lem. 3.3.3℄. Therefore, if G ontains two independent rank one elements then the
existene of a disrete non-Abelian free subgroup follows from a standard ping-pong argument.
We assume heneforth that G does not ontain any pair of independent rank one elements. In
partiular any two rank one elements of G have a ommon xed point in ∂X.
We laim that every triple of rank one elements of G have a ommon xed point at innity.
Otherwise there would exist three rank one elements g1, g2, g3 suh that g1 and g2 have a
ommon attrating xed point, say a, and there respetive repelling xed points b1 and b2
are preisely the xed points of g3. Conjugating g3 by a large positive power of g
−1
1 , we then
obtain a rank one element whih is independent of g2. This is a ontradition.
>From this laim, it follows that all rank one elements of G have a ommon xed point at
innity, say ξ. In partiular, the normal subgroup N ✁G generated by all rank one elements
of G xes ξ. Sine any rank one element of G has exatly two xed points at innity, it
follows that N has at most two xed points as well. In partiular G has a subgroup of index
at most 2 whih xes ξ, and the Busemann harater entered at ξ yields a homomorphism of
this subgroup taking values in R (see e.g. [Cap09, 4.3℄).
Passing to the losure, we dedue that G has a losed subgroup of index 2 whih xes
ξ. Thus G is amenable as soon as Is(X) is oompat by Proposition 3.1 and Assertion (1)
holds. 
Proposition 3.5. Let X be a proper CAT(0) spae and G < Is(X). Assume that G ontains
two independent rank one elements. Then the set of pairs of xed points of rank one elements
of G is dense in Λ× Λ−∆, where Λ denotes the limit set of G and ∆ ⊂ Λ× Λ the diagonal.
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Proof. The proof goes along the same lines as that of [BB95, Th. 4.1℄. For the reader's
onveniene, we inlude the details of the argument.
Following lo. it., we shall say that a pair of points ξ, η ∈ ∂X is dual (relative to G) if for
all neighbourhoods U and V of ξ and η in the visual ompatiation X, there exists g ∈ G
suh that
g(X − U) ⊂ V and g−1(X − V ) ⊂ U.
Notie that the set of points whih are dual to some xed ξ ∈ ∂X is losed (with respet to
the one topology).
The relevane of this notion omes from the following. The two xed points of any given
rank one element are dual to eah other: this follows from [Bal95, Lem. 3.3.3℄. Conversely,
the results of [Bal95, Set. III.3℄ imply that if {ξ, η} ⊂ ∂X is a dual pair, then there exists a
sequene of rank one elements gn ∈ G suh that the attrating and repelling xed points of
gn tend to ξ and η as n tends to innity. All we need to show is thus that any point of ∂X is
dual to any other.
Let γ1, γ2 ∈ G be two independent rank one elements, and a1, a2 (resp. b1, b2) denote their
respetive attrating (resp. repelling) xed points. By onsidering produts of the form γm1 .γ
n
2
for appropriately hosen integers m,n, one shows that any two distint points in {a1, a2, b1, b2}
are dual to one another.
Let now ξ ∈ Λ − {a1, a2, b1, b2}. Pik a base point x0 ∈ X and hoose a sequene (gn)n≥0
of elements of G suh that limn gn.x0 → ξ. By [BB95, Lem. 4.4℄ we have limn gn.a1 = ξ or
limn gn.b1 = ξ (or both). Thus g
′
n = gnγ1g
−1
n is a sequene of rank one elements suh that the
orresponding sequene of attrative or repelling xed points onverges to ξ. Upon multiplying
eah g′n by an appropriate power of γ2 if neessary, we may extrat a subsequene (g
′
nk
) suh
that g′nk is independent from γ1 for eah k ≥ 0 and whih still enjoys the same onvergene
property of its attrating or repelling xed points. The preeding paragraph then shows that
ξ is dual to both a1 and b1. From a symmetri argument we dedue that ξ is also dual to both
a2 and b2.
What we have done so far shows that for any four-tuple of points of Λ whih are pairwise
dual, any other point of Λ is dual to eah of them. In view of the hypothesis, this implies that
any two points of Λ are dual. 
3.C. Quasi-morphisms and rigidity.
Lemma 3.6. Let X be a proper CAT(0) spae and G < Is(X) be a losed subgroup with limit
set Λ. For every hyperboli isometry g ∈ G with attrating and repelling xed points a 6= b ∈ Λ,
the G-orbit of (a, b) is a losed subset of Λ× Λ.
Proof. Idential to the proof of [Ham08b, Lem. 6.1℄. 
Proof of Theorem 1.8. Assume that G is non-elementary, that is to say G does not x a point
at innity and does not stabilize any geodesi line. By Proposition 3.4 it follows that G
ontains two independent rank one elements. Therefore the set of pairs of xed points of rank
one elements of G is dense in Λ× Λ−∆.
Assume now that G does not at transitively on Λ × Λ − ∆. In view of Lemma 3.6, we
dedue from the density assertion of the preeding paragraph that G ontains two rank one
elements g1, g2 with respetive attrating and repelling xed points (a1, b1) and (a2, b2), suh
that the G-orbit of (a1, b1) is distint from the G-orbit of (a2, b2). It follows that g1 and g2
are G-inequivalent.
Notie moreover that b1 6= b2. Indeed, sine g
n
1 .a2 tends to a1 as n tends to innity, the
equality b1 = b2 would imply that (a2, b2) is in the same G-orbit as (a1, b1), whih is absurd.
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Similarly one shows that the four points a1, a2, b1, b2 are pairwise distint. In partiular g1
and g2 are independent.
Therefore, we may apply Proposition 2.4, whih shows that Q˜H(G) and Q˜H(G) are innite-
dimensional. Sine the BestvinaFujiwara onstrution yields quasi-morphisms with integer
values, it follows from Theorem A.1 below that Q˜Hc(G) is innite-dimensional as well.
The last two assertions of Theorem 1.8 follow from Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 sine
the limit set of G oinides with the limit set of its losure G. 
Proof of Corollary 1.9. Sine Γ has Kazhdan's property (T), every nite index subgroup of Γ
has nite Abelianization. On the other hand, we know by [BM02, Theorems 20 and 21℄ that
Q˜H(Γ) = 0. Theorem 1.8 thus implies that H = ϕ(Γ) is transitive on the pair of distint
points of its limit set Λ.
Let Y ⊆ X be a nonempty losed onvex H-invariant subset; suh a subspae exists sine H
has no xed point at innity in view of Proposition 3.4. The version of Monod's superrigidity
theorem given in [CM08, Theorem 9.4℄ (whih may be applied sine Γ has property (T) and
is square-integrable [Sha00℄) provides a ontinuous homomorphism ϕ : G → Is(Y ) extending
the given ϕ : Γ→ Is(Y ).
Notie that sine Y admits a rank one isometry by assumption, it is irreduible. Sine Γ
ats minimally, it follows from [CM08, Th. 1.6℄ that the ontinuous map ϕ : G→ Is(Y ) fators
through some simple fator of G, say Gα.
Given a semisimple element h ∈ Gα whih is not periodi (i.e. the yli subgroup 〈h〉 is not
relatively ompat), the image ϕ(h) is not an ellipti isometry, sine any ontinuous nontrivial
homomorphism of a simple algebrai group to a loally ompat seond ountable group is
proper [BM96, Lemma 5.3℄. In partiular the limit set of 〈ϕ(h)〉 in Y is a nonempty subset of
Λ, thus onsisting of 1 or 2 points.
Let now P < Gα be any proper paraboli subgroup. By [Pra77, Lemma 2.4℄ there exists a
non-periodi semisimple element h suh that
P = ZGα(h) · U(h),
where ZGα(h) is the entraliser of h in Gα and U(h) ✁ P is the ontration group dened by
U(h) = {g ∈ Gα | lim
n→∞
hngh−n = 1}.
It follows that the limit point of the sequene (h−n.y0)n≥0, where y0 ∈ Y is any base point, is
P -invariant. We have thus established that any proper paraboli subgroup of Gα xes some
point of Λ. In partiular the stabilizer of any ξ ∈ Λ in Gα is a paraboli subgroup, sine any
subgroup ontaining a paraboli is itself paraboli. In view of [BB95, Lemma 4.4℄ the pointwise
stabilizer of a triple of points of Λ in Is(Y ) has a xed point in Y and is thus ompat. Sine
ϕ : Gα → Is(Y ) is proper, it follows that any paraboli subgroup of Gα has at most 2 xed
points in Λ. Thus any minimal paraboli subgroup of Gα is ontained in at most two maximal
ones. This is absurd sine Gα is simple and has kα-rank ≥ 2. 
Remark 3.7. It should be noted that the assumption that the group G has at least two
simple fators aounts for the orresponding assumption in the version of the superrigidity
theorem for higher rank latties that we appeal to. It is reasonable to onjeture the onlusion
of Corollary 1.9 still holds for latties in higher rank simple groups; in fat, apart from the
aforementioned superrigidity, all arguments of the proof remain valid in that more general
ontext.
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4. Rank one elements in Coxeter groups
Let (W,S) be a Coxeter system suh that the Coxeter group W is nitely generated; equiv-
alently S is nite. We denote by Σ the assoiated Davis omplex; it is endowed with proper
CAT(0) metri and a natural properly disontinuous oompat W -ation by isometries (See
[Dav98℄. This fat is proved by Moussong [Mou88℄). We view the elements of W as isometries
of Σ; thus by a hyperboli element of W (resp. rank one, B-ontrating, et.) we wean an
element whih ats on Σ as a hyperboli (resp. rank one, B-ontrating, et.) isometry.
Lemma 4.1. Let γ ∈W and x, y ∈ Σ suh that γ.x = y. Then γ belongs to the group W (x, y)
generated by all those reetions whih x some point of the geodesi segment [x, y].
Proof. Let Cx be a hamber ontaining x and dene Cy = γ.Cx. It is well known (and easy to
see) that γ belongs to the group generated by all those reetions whih x a wall separating
Cx from Cy. Clearly every wall separating Cx from Cy meets [x, y]; the result follows. 
4.A. Paraboli losures and essential elements. Reall that a subgroup of W of the
form WJ for some J ⊂ S is alled a standard paraboli subgroup. Any of its onjugates is
alled a paraboli subgroup of W . A basi fat on Coxeter groups is that any intersetion
of paraboli subgroups is itself a paraboli subgroup (see [Kra09℄). This allows one to dene
the paraboli losure Pc(R) of a subset R ⊂W : it is the smallest paraboli subgroup of W
ontaining R.
An element w ∈ W is alled standard if its paraboli losure is a standard paraboli
subgroup. It is alled ylially redued if ℓ(w) = min{ℓ(γwγ−1) | γ ∈ W}. The following
elementary result shows in partiular that any ylially redued element is standard:
Proposition 4.2. Let w ∈W . We have the following:
(i) If w is standard, then for any writing of w as a redued word w = s1s2 · · · sℓ(w) with
letters in S, we have Pc(w) = 〈s1, s2, . . . , sℓ(w)〉.
(ii) Let x ∈W be suh that xPc(w)x−1 is standard. Assume moreover that
ℓ(x) = min{ℓ(γ) | γ ∈W, γ Pc(w)γ−1 is standard}.
If γ 6= 1, then ℓ(xwx−1) < ℓ(w).
(iii) Let s ∈ S. If w is standard, then either Pc(ws) ⊂ Pc(w) or Pc(ws) = 〈Pc(w) ∪ {s}〉
and ws is standard as well.
Proof. (i). This is well known; it is an immediate onsequene of the solution to the word
problem [Tit69℄.
(ii). Set P = Pc(w). Let J ⊂ S be suh that xPx−1 = WJ and set R = x
−1WJ . We view (the
1-skeleton of) Σ as a hamber system (see [Wei03℄); the hambers are the elements of W . The
oset R is the J-residue of Σ ontaining x−1. Note that StabW (R) = P . The ondition that
x minimizes the length of all elements whih onjugate P to a standard paraboli subgroup
means preisely that x is the ombinatorial projetion of 1 onto R (see [Wei03, Th. 3.22℄ for
the notion of projetions onto residues). Thus x = projR(1). Let also y = projR(w). Sine
R is P -invariant we have w.x = y. Thus d(x, y) = ℓ(xwx−1). Furthermore, in view of basi
properties of the ombinatorial projetion [Wei03, Th. 3.22℄, every wall whih separates x
from y also separates 1 from w. This implies that d(x, y) ≤ d(1, w) = ℓ(w). Therefore, if
ℓ(xwx−1) ≥ ℓ(w), then we dedue ℓ(xwx−1) = ℓ(w) and the set M (x, y) of walls separating x
from y oinides with the set M (1, w). We have to show that x = 1.
Let s1 · · · sℓ(w) be a redued word representing w. Notie that the reetions assoiated to
walls in M (1, w) are preisely
s1, s1s2s1, . . . , s1 · · · sℓ(w) · · · s1
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sine w = s1s2 . . . sℓ(w). By the above, eah of these reetions stabilizes R (see [Wei03,
Prop. 4.10℄) and, hene, belongs to P . This shows that P ⊃ 〈s1, s2, . . . , sℓ(w)〉. Sine the
group generated by s1, s2, . . . , sℓ(w) is learly a paraboli subgroup whih ontains w, we dedue
P = Pc(w) = 〈s1, s2, . . . , sℓ(w)〉. In partiular P is standard and hene x must be trivial, as
desired.
(iii). By assumption w is standard. This implies that Q := 〈Pc(w) ∪ {s}〉 is a standard
paraboli subgroup. Sine w and s both belong to Q, it follows that Pc(ws) ⊂ Q. If s ∈ Pc(w),
then Q = Pc(w) and, hene Pc(ws) ⊂ Pc(w). We assume heneforth that s 6∈ Pc(w). In
partiular Pc(w) is properly ontained in Q; more preisely the ranks of Pc(w) and Q dier
by 1.
If wsw−1 ∈ Pc(ws), then w = wsw−1.ws belongs to Pc(ws) and hene Pc(w) ⊂ Pc(ws).
Sine s does not belong to Pc(w), we obtain
Pc(w) ( Pc(ws) ⊂ Q,
whih implies that Pc(ws) = Q sine these paraboli subgroups have the same rank. In
partiular ws is standard.
Assume now that wsw−1 6∈ Pc(ws). Set P ′ = Pc(ws) and hoose a residue R′ whose
stabilizer in W is P ′, in a similar way as in the proof of (ii). The ondition that wsw−1 does
not stabilize R′ means that the projetions projR′(w) and projR′(ws) must oinide. Arguing
as in the proof of (ii), we dedue that every walls separating projR′(1) from projR′(ws) also
separates 1 from w. Sine w is standard, this implies in view of (i) that Pc(ws) is ontained
in Pc(w), as desired. 
An element γ ∈W is alled essential if Pc(γ) = W . The following result appears in [Par07,
Thm. 3.4℄; we give an alternative argument:
Corollary 4.3. Let s1, . . . , sn be all the elements of S (in any order). Then w = s1 · · · sn is
essential.
Proof. For eah k = 1, . . . , n, let wk = s1 · · · sk. An immediate indution using Proposition 4.2
shows that Pc(wk) = 〈s1, . . . , sk〉. 
4.B. Walls separating a at half-spae. Eulidean ats in Σ have been studied in [CH06℄.
The following parallels some results from lo. it. in the ase of at half-spaes:
Proposition 4.4. Let H be a at half-spae in Σ and denote by P the paraboli losure of the
set of reetions xing some point of H. Then:
(i) We have
P ∼= K × P1 × · · · × Pk,
where eah Pi is an innite paraboli subgroup and K is a nite paraboli subgroup
ontaining all reetions whih x H pointwise. Moreover, if none of the Pi's is of
ane type and rank ≥ 3, then k ≥ dimF .
(ii) The paraboli subgroup P ontains every element γ ∈W whih maps some point of H
into H.
Proof. Part (i) follows from a straightforward adaptation of the arguments from [CH06℄ (see
also [Cap07, Prop. 3.1℄).
Part (ii) follows from (i) and Lemma 4.1. 
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4.C. Irreversible rank one elements of Coxeter groups. There are obvious obstrutions
for a given element γ ∈W to have rank one: namely, if γ is ontained in a paraboli subgroup
P < W whih is of spherial or ane type, or whih splits as a diret produt of two innite
subgroups, then learly γ annot have rank one. The following shows that these are in fat
the only obstrutions:
Proposition 4.5. An element γ ∈W does not have rank one if and only if γ is ontained in
a paraboli subgroup P < W suh that either P is nite, or P splits as P = P1 × P2 where P1
and P2 are both innite paraboli subgroups, or P splits as P = K × Paff where K is a nite
paraboli subgroup and Paff is an ane paraboli of rank ≥ 3.
Proof. The `if' part is lear; we fous on the `only if' part. Let thus γ ∈ W be an element
whih does not have rank one. If γ is not hyperboli, then γ is of nite order and hene
ontained in a nite paraboli subgroup as is well known. We may therefore assume that γ is
hyperboli and the desired assertion is provided by Proposition 4.4. 
Corollary 4.6. Let γ ∈W be an element of innite order and L ⊂ Σ be an axis of γ. Then:
(i) Either γ is rank one or there exists γ′ ∈W suh that 〈γ, γ′〉 ∼= Z× Z.
(ii) γ is rank one if and only if its entralizer is virtually yli.
(iii) L is rank one if and only if it is not ontained in a periodi 2-at.
Proof. The rst assertion follows from Proposition 4.5. The seond assertion follows from the
rst and the easy fat that rank one elements have virtually yli entralizer. Assertion (iii)
follows from (i) and the at torus theorem [BH99, Thm. II.7.1℄. 
Corollary 4.7. The group W ontains two elements γ1, γ2 suh that γ1 6∼W γ2 and γ1 6∼W γ
−1
2
if and only if W is not a diret produt of nite and ane Coxeter groups (or, equivalently, if
W is not virtually abelian).
Proof. Follows from Lemma 2.2, Corollary 4.3 and Proposition 4.5, and the fat that for proper
CAT(0) spaes, a hyperboli element is ontrating if and only if it is rank one, see [BF07,
Th. 5.4℄. 
Given a hyperboli element γ ∈ W , we say that γ is irreversible if γ 6∼W γ
−1
. In the
ase of Coxeter groups, there is a simple algebrai riterion whih may be used to detet
irreversibility:
Lemma 4.8. A rank one element γ ∈ W is irreversible if and only if no positive power of γ
an be written as a produt γk = a.b where a, b ∈W have order 2.
Remark 4.9. Lemma 4.8 an be used to obtain the following renement of Corollary 4.3: if
W is innite, irreduible and non-ane, then the Coxeter element is irreversible as soon as the
Coxeter diagram of (W,S) is not a star, i.e. there is no element s ∈ S suh that the paraboli
subgroup WS\{s} is a nite elementary abelian 2-group.
Proof of Lemma 4.8. If γk = a.b with a, b involutions for some k > 0, then γk is onjugate to
γ−k and, hene, γ ∼ γ−1 by [BF07, Prop. 6.5(3)℄. Thus γ is not irreversible.
Suppose now that γ is not irreversible. Then by properness W possesses an element g
whih stabilises some γ-axis L and satises gγg−1|L = γ
−1
L . By Selberg's lemma W possesses
a torsion free normal subgroup of nite index, whih ats thus freely on Σ. Let k > 0 be suh
that γk belongs to this nite index subgroup. Then gγkg−1 = γ−k. Sine W ats properly
on Σ, the subgroup of W whih stabilises L is virtually yli; thus we may and shall assume
that g2 ats trivially on L. In partiular g is a torsion element of W of even order, say 2m.
Notie that gmγg−m|L = γ
−1
L , whene g
mγkg−m = γ−k. We set a = gm = g−m and b = gmγk.
Then learly γk = a.b and a2 = 1 = b2, as desired. 
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5. Rank one isometries of buildings
5.A. Denitions and basi fats. Let (W,S) be a Coxeter system. A building of type
(W,S) is a set C endowed with a map δ : C × C → W submitted to the following onditions,
where x, y ∈ C and w = δ(x, y):
(Bu1): w = 1 if and only if x = y;
(Bu2): if z ∈ C is suh that δ(y, z) = s ∈ S, then δ(x, z) = w or ws, and if, furthermore,
l(ws) = l(w) + 1, then δ(x, z) = ws;
(Bu3): if s ∈ S, there exists z ∈ C suh that δ(y, z) = s and δ(x, z) = ws.
The map δ is alled the Weyl distane. An automorphism of (C, δ) is a permutation of
C whih preserves the Weyl distane. The map δW :W ×W →W dened by δW (x, y) = x
−1y
turns anonially W into a building of type (W,S). Any subset of a building (C, δ) of type
(W,S) whih is Weyl-isometri to (W, δW ) is alled an apartment. Given a subset J ⊆ S,
we denote WJ = 〈J〉. Given any hamber c ∈ C, the set
ResJ(c) = {x ∈ C | δ(c, x) ∈WJ}
is alled the residue of type J ontaining c. An important fat is that a residue of type J ,
endowed with the appropriate restrition of the Weyl distane, is a building of type (WJ , J).
We refer to [Wei03℄ for the general theory.
An important fat is that any building of type (W,S) possesses a geometri realization as
a CAT(0) metri spae [Dav98℄. In other words, given a building B = (C, δ) of type (W,S),
there exists a CAT(0) spae XB and a anonial injetion Aut(B)→ Is(XB). We will identify
all elements of Aut(B) to their image in Is(XB).
5.B. A haraterization of rank one elements.
Theorem 5.1. Let B = (C, δ) be a building of type (W,S) and let γ ∈ Aut(B) be a hyperboli
element. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) γ is a rank one isometry of XB.
(ii) γ is ontrating.
(iii) γ does not stabilise any residue whose Weyl group is of the form WI×WJ , where either
WI and WJ are both innite, or WI is ane and WJ is nite.
Proof. Let L be an axis of γ and A be an apartment ontaining L; suh an apartment exists
by [CH06, Thm. E℄. Let π denote the nearest point projetion to L and C ⊂ L be a ompat
segment whih is a fundamental domain for the 〈γ〉ation on L.
(i) ⇒ (ii) Suppose for a ontradition that γ is a rank one isometry but that L is not B-
ontrating for any B. Then there exist sequenes (xn) and (yn) inXB suh that d(π(xn), π(yn))
tends to innity with n. Upon applying appropriate elements, we may and shall assume that
(xn) is ontained in C for all n. Upon extrating a subsequene, we may further assume that
there exists a point c ∈ L, exterior to C, whih separates C from π(yn) for all n. We denote
by
ρ = ρA,c
the retration onto A entered at c. Reall that this map is the identity on A, it does not
inrease distanes and its restrition to any geodesi segment emanating from c (and more
generally to any apartment ontaining c) is an isometry onto its image (see [AB08, 4.4℄). We
laim that for any z ∈ XB suh that π(z) 6= c, we have d(c, π(ρ(z))) > d(c, π(z)). Indeed,
given suh an z, we have ∠π(z)(c, z) ≥ π/2. Therefore the nearest point projetion of c to the
geodesi segment [z, π(z)] is π(z). By the properties of the retration ρ, this implies that the
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projetion of c to [ρ(z), ρ(π(z))] is ρ(π(z)) = π(z). Thus ∠π(z)(c, ρ(z)) ≥ π/2 and it follows
that d(π(ρ(z)), c) ≥ d(π(z), c), whih proves the laim.
Applying this to z = xn and z = xn, we dedue that
d(π(ρ(xn)), π(ρ(yn))) ≥ d(π(xn), π(yn)),
whih tends to ∞ with n. This shows that the line L, viewed as a line in the apartment A,
is not B-ontrating for any B. On the other hand, the map ρ ◦ γ|A : A → A is an isometry
whih has learly rank one by assumption, sine A is a losed onvex subspae of XB. Thus
it is B-ontrating in view of [BF07, Thm. 5.4℄. This is a ontradition.
(ii) ⇒ (iii) Assume that γ stabilises a residue R whose Weyl group is of the form WI ×WJ as
in (iii). Sine R is a building of type (WI ×WJ , I ∪J), it follows that the Tits boundary of its
CAT(0) realisation XR has diameter π and, hene, does not ontain any rank one isometry.
In partiular XR has no B-ontrating isometry. The result follows, sine XR is isometrially
embedded in XB.
(iii)⇒ (i) Suppose that γ is not a rank one isometry; in other words some γ-axis L is ontained
in a at half-plane, say H. The arguments of [CH06, Thm. 6.3℄ show that H is ontained in
an apartment A. Let c ∈ L be any point and ρ = ρA,c be the retration onto A entered at
c. Proposition 4.4 implies that ρ ◦ γ|A is an isometry of A ontained in a paraboli subgroup
of the form WI ×WJ as in the statement of (iii). This implies that γ stabilises the residue of
type I ∪ J ontaining c, thereby ontraditing (iii). 
5.C. Existene of rank one elements in Weyltransitive groups. In order to deal with
the question of existene, we shall transfer to the whole building the onstrutions performed
so far at the level of apartments. An essential tool in doing this is the retration that we have
just onsidered.
As before, let B = (C, δ) be a building of type (W,S) and g1, g2 ∈ Aut(B) be rank one
elements. For i ∈ {1, 2} let also Li be an axis of gi, Ai be an apartment ontaining Li, ci ∈ Li be
any point and ρi = ρAi,ci be the retration onto Ai entred at ci. Then γi := ρi◦gi|Ai : Ai → Ai
is an automorphism of the apartment Ai.
Reall that any apartment is isomorphi to the Davis omplex Σ, i.e. the standard CAT(0)
realization of the thin building (W, δW ). We now would like to ompare γ1 and γ2 as elements
of W = Aut(W, δW ) < Is(Σ). In order to do this properly, we need to hoose identiations
Ai ∼= Σ and make sure that our onsiderations are independent of this hoie.
Cruial to us is the following:
Lemma 5.2. For i ∈ {1, 2}, let fi : Ai ∼= Σ be any isomorphism (of thin buildings).
If the elements g1 and g2 are Aut(B)-equivalent, then f1γ1f
−1
1 and f2γ2f
−1
2 , viewed as
elements of W , are W -equivalent.
If the elements g1 and g2 are not independent, then f1γ1f
−1
1 ∼W f2γ2f
−1
2 or f1γ1f
−1
1 ∼W
f2γ
−1
2 f
−1
2 .
Proof. The rst thing to observe is that any modiation of the isomorphism f1 : A1 ∼= Σ
amounts to replaing the element f1γ1f
−1
1 ∈ W by a W -onjugate. In view of Remark 2.3,
the assertion of Lemma 5.2 is thus learly independent of the hoies of the fi's. In order
to avoid unneessarily heavy notation, we shall heneforth identify both A1 and A2 to Σ by
means of f1 and f2 respetively and, hene, omit to write the maps f1 and f2. In other words,
the elements γ1 and γ2 will be viewed as elements of W ating on Σ.
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Fix a hamber ci ⊂ Ai suh that ci meets Li. Upon replaing respetively g1 and g2 by
some positive powers, we may and shall assume further that
(5.i) δW (ci, γ
n
i .ci) = δW (ci, γi.ci)
n
for all n > 0 and i = 1, 2. Sine furthermore the hambers gni .ci and γ
n
i .ci interset in a point
of Li, the Weyl group element δ(g
n
i .ci, γ
n
i .ci) is ontained in some standard nite paraboli
subgroup of W for all n > 0 and i = 1, 2; in partiular it is of uniformly bounded length. We
dedue that there exist an element εi,n ∈W of uniformly bounded length suh that
(5.ii) δ(ci, g
n
i .ci) = δW (ci, γ
n
i .ci)εi,n
for all n > 0 and i = 1, 2.
Suppose now that g1 and g2 are Aut(B)-equivalent. Then there exists a onstant D > 0
and for eah n some element gn ∈ Aut(B) suh that
(5.iii) ℓ ◦ δ(gn.c1, c2) < D and ℓ ◦ δ(gng
n
1 .c1, g
n
2 c2) < D
for all n > 0, where ℓ : W → N denotes the word length with respet to the Coxeter
generating set S. From (5.i), (5.ii) and (5.iii), we dedue that there exist two sequenes (an),
(bn) of elements of W , of uniformly bounded length, suh that
wn2 = an.w
n
1 .bn
for all n > 0, where wi = δW (ci, γi.ci) ∈ W . Therefore, upon extrating a subsequene, we
obtain two elements a, b ∈ W suh that wkn2 = a.w
kn
1 .b for all n > 0, where (kn) is a stritly
inreasing sequene of positive integers.
Upon replaing γ1 and γ2 by a W -onjugate, we may assume that c1 = c2 and that this
hamber orresponds to the identity element of W (reall that the 1-skeleton of Σ is nothing
but the Cayley graph of (W,S)). This hoie of parametrization yields γ1 = w1 and γ2 = w2.
Let now L+1 , L
+
2 ∈ ∂Σ be the respetive attrating xed points of w1, w2 at innity. Set
c0 := c1 = c2. Sine w
n
2 .c0 → L
+
2 while w
n
1 b.c0 → L
+
1 at the limit when n tends to innity, if
follows from the equality wkn2 = aw
kn
1 b that a.L
+
1 = L
+
2 . Thus aw1a
−1
and w2 have the same
attrating xed point at innity, namely L+2 . By Lemma 2.2, this implies that w1 ∼W w2.
Assume that that g1 and g2 are not independent. In other words the axes L1 and L2 ontain
respetively rays whih are asymptoti to eah other. It follows that upon replaing g1 and g2
by appropriate nonzero powers (5.iii) holds with gn ≡ 1 for some D > 0 and all n ≥ 0. The
same argument as above may be repeated and now yields either w1 ∼W w2 or w1 ∼W w
−1
2 . 
Proposition 5.3. Let B = (C, δ) be a building of irreduible type (W,S) and G < Aut(B)
be a group of automorphisms ating Weyltransitively on the hambers. Then G ontains two
independent elements g1, g2 suh that g1 6∼Aut(B) g2 if and only if (W,S) is neither spherial
nor ane (or, equivalently, if W is not virtually abelian).
Proof. The `only if' part is lear sine, ifW is virtually abelian, then the Tits boundary of XB
is either empty or of Tits diameter π. Suppose now that W is not virtually abelian. Then,
by Corollary 4.7, the group W ontains two rank one elements γ1, γ2 suh that γ1 6∼W γ2 and
γ1 6∼W γ
−1
2 . Furthermore, the latter property remains valid if we replae γ1 and γ2 by any
nonzero power or any W -onjugate, see Lemma 2.2 Remark 2.3. Therefore, we may and shall
assume that some axis of γi (i = 1, 2) ontains a point in the relative interior of a xed base
hamber c of the CAT(0) realisation of (W, δW ). Let wi = δW (c, γi.c).
Fix now an apartment A of B, whih identify it with (W, δW ). In this way we view c0, γi.c0
and γ2i .c as hambers of B, for i = 1, 2. By hypothesis G ontains an element gi suh that
gi.c = γi.c and g
2
i .c = γ
2
i .c. Sine some γi-axis ontains a point in the relative interior of c,
there exists a point xi in the relative interior of γi.c suh that ∠xi(γ
−1
i .xi, γi.xi) = π. This
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implies that ∠xi(g
−1
i .xi, gi.xi) = π; in other words the points {g
n
i .xi}n∈Z are ollinear, and
hene gi is a hyperboli isometry, an axis of whih ontains xi.
Let Ai be an apartment ontaining c and some axis Li of γi; suh an apartment exists
by [CH06, Th. E℄. Let ρi = ρAi,c be the retration onto A entred at c. Then ρi ◦ gi is an
automorphism of Ai whih maps c to gi.c = γi.c and, hene, oinides with γi if we identify A
to Ai by an means of isomorphism whih xes c. In partiular, it follows from Proposition 4.5
that the gi-axis Li is not ontained in any residue whose Weyl group has the form WI ×WJ
with WI and WJ either both innite or both virtually abelian. By Theorem 5.1, this implies
that gi ∈ G is a rank one isometry of XB . Now the fat that g1 and g2 are independent and
Aut(B)-inequivalent follows from Lemma 5.2 in view of the denition of γ1 and γ2. 
We are now ready for the:
Proof of Theorem 1.1. If G is Weyl-transitive, then by Proposition 5.3, the group G ontains
two independent rank one elements whih are not Aut(B)-equivalent.
If StabG(A) ats oompatly on some apartment A, we may hoose two elements of
StabG(A) whose ation on A oinides with some powers of the elements provided by Corol-
lary 4.7. These two elements of StabG(A) are rank one for the same reason as in the proof of
Proposition 5.3 above; they are independent and Aut(B)-inequivalent by Lemma 5.2.
In view of Theorem 5.1, we may apply Proposition 2.4, whih yields the desired onlusion.

Proof of Corollary 1.3. When R is a eld, the KaMoody group G(R) ats Weyl-transitively
on eah of its two buildings. When R is a domain, we onsider the ation of G(R) on either
of the two buildings B+ and B− assoiated with G(k), where k is a eld in whih R embeds.
Sine G(R) already ontains the Weyl group of G(k), it follows that G(R) ats transitively
on the hambers of the standard apartment of both B+ and B−. In all ases, the fat that
Q˜H(G(R)) is innite-dimensional follows from Theorem 1.1.
The assertion on the stable ommutator length now follows from [Bav91℄, while the assertion
on the ommutator width follows from a straightforward veriation. 
Remark 5.4. It follows in partiular that a rank one element of the Weyl group of G(R) ats
as a ontrating isometry on both B+ and B−.
Proof of Corollary 1.4. Immediate from Corollary 1.3, the simpliity result in [CR09℄ and
the fat that KaMoody groups of dierent types over non-isomorphi nite elds are non-
isomorphi [CM06, Cor. B℄. 
5.D. A speial ase: buildings with isolated residues. The aim of this setion is to prove
Proposition 1.7. We rst need an existene result for hyperboli isometries of proper Gromov
hyperboli metri spaes. It is ertainly well known to the experts; however we ould not nd
a referene where it is expliitly stated in the literature. We therefore inlude a detailed proof.
Proposition 5.5. Let X be a proper Gromov hyperboli geodesi metri spae and G < Is(X)
be any group of isometries. Then exatly one of the following assertions holds:
(1) G ontains a hyperboli isometry.
(2) G has a bounded orbit.
(3) G has a unique xed point at innity.
Proof. Let δ be a onstant of hyperboliity for the spae X. We assume that G does not
ontain any hyperboli isometry.
We start with the speial ase when G is ountable. We may then write G as the union of
an inreasing hain of nite subsets S1 ⊂ S2 ⊂ . . . . By [Kou98, Proposition 3.2℄, for eah n the
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set Pn onsisting of those points x ∈ X suh that d(g.x, x) ≤ 100δ for all g ∈ Sn, is nonempty.
If eah Pn meets some xed bounded subset of X, then
⋂
n Pn is nonempty sine X is proper
and, hene, G has a bounded orbit. Otherwise, denoting by X the visual ompatiation
X ∪∂X, the intersetion
⋂
n Pn is a subset of ∂X whih is pointwise xed by G. If this subset
ontains more than 2 points then G has a bounded orbit; if it ontains exatly two points then
G ats by translation along the geodesi lines joining them and, sine G has no hyperboli
element, we onlude again that G has a bounded orbit. Thus we are done in this speial ase.
We now turn to the general ase and assume moreover that G has no bounded orbit. In view
of the above we may assume that for every ountable subgroup H of G the set PH of those
points x ∈ X suh that d(g.x, x) ≤ 100δ for all g ∈ H, is nonempty. The same arguments as
before then yield the desired onlusion. 
Proof of Proposition 1.7. By [Cap07, Corollary E℄ a building X of type (W,S) as in the state-
ment possesses isolated Eulidean residues. Thus it admits a realization as a proper Gromov
hyperboli geodesi metri spae |X| on whih Aut(X) ats by isometries, and suh that the
Eulidean residues orrespond in a anonial way to the paraboli points at innity of |X|, see
[Bow99℄. The desired result now follows from Proposition 5.5. 
Remark 5.6. The results of [Cap07℄ provide in fat a omplete haraterization of those
buildings whih are relatively hyperboli with respet to some family of (non-neessarily Eu-
lidean) residues. The arguments above show that Conjeture 1.6 holds in that more general
ontext. The remaining open ase of buildings whose Weyl group is not relatively hyperboli
with respet to any family of nitely generated subgroups is espeially intriguing.
Appendix A. On homogeneous quasi-morphisms of loally ompat groups
with integer values
The purpose of this appendix is to prove the following.
Theorem A.1. Let G be a loally ompat group. Then any homogeneous quasi-morphism
ϕ : G→ Z is ontinuous.
It was observed by Roger Alperin that the solution to Hilbert fth problem implies that
any homomorphism of a loally ompat group to Z is ontinuous (this follows from [Alp82,
Corollary 3℄). The above statement shows that this holds more generally for homogeneous
quasi-morphisms. A remarkable result of a similar nature has been established in [BIW08,
Lemma 7.4℄, asserting that for any loally ompat group G, a homogeneous Borel quasi-
morphism G→ R is ontinuous. Notie that non-homogeneous quasi-morphisms are generally
disontinuous.
We start with a basi onsequene of homogeneity.
Lemma A.2. Let ϕ : G→ R be a homogeneous quasi-morphism of a group G, whih vanishes
on a normal subgroup N . Then ϕ desends to a homogeneous quasi-morphism of the quotient
G/N .
Proof. Given g ∈ G and n ∈ N , we laim that ϕ(g) = ϕ(g · n). Indeed, for eah integer k > 0,
there exists nk ∈ N suh that (g · n)
k = gk · nk. Therefore, we have
ϕ(g · n) = limk→∞
ϕ
(
(gn)k
)
k
= limk→∞
ϕ
(
gk·nk
)
k
≤ limk→∞
(ϕ(gk)+D
k
)
= ϕ(g),
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where D is a onstant depending only on ϕ. In partiular, we have also ϕ(g · n−1) ≤ ϕ(g),
and hene ϕ(gn) = ϕ(g). The desired onlusion follows. 
The next step is to onsider totally disonneted groups, the key point being the ompat
ase.
Lemma A.3. Let G be a pronite group. Then any homogeneous quasi-morphism ϕ : G→ Z
is onstant.
Proof. Assume for a ontradition that ϕ is not onstant and let g ∈ G be suh that ϕ(g) 6= 0.
Let H be the losure of 〈g〉 in G. Thus H is a pro-yli group. In partiular it is Abelian
and, hene, amenable as an abstrat group. It follows that the restrition of ϕ to H is a
homomorphism. Sine Z is residually nite, the kernel of the restrition of ϕ to H is an
intersetion of nite index subgroups of H. By [Ser94, 4.2℄, any nite index subgroup of H
is losed. This shows that the restrition of ϕ to H is ontinuous. Sine H is ompat, we
dedue ϕ(H) = 0, a ontradition. 
Reall from [Kap54, p. 55℄ (see also [HRN56, Satz 4℄) that a ompat Abelian group is
onneted if and only if it is divisible (in fat, the latter holds for non-Abelian groups as well,
see [My57, Corollary 2℄). From this and the preeding two lemmas, we dedue the following.
Lemma A.4. Let G be a ompat group. Then any homogeneous quasi-morphism ϕ : G→ Z
is onstant.
Proof. Let G◦ denote the neutral omponent of G. We laim that the restrition of ϕ to G◦
vanishes. As in the proof of Lemma A.3, it is enough to prove this fat in the aseG◦ is Abelian.
As realled above, a ompat onneted Abelian group is divisible. Thus ϕ(G◦) = 0 sine a
divisible group admits no nonzero homogeneous quasi-morphism. It follows from Lemma A.2
that ϕ desends to a quasi-morphism of the group of omponents G/G◦, and the desired
onlusion now follows from Lemma A.3. 
The last and most important step is the following. It relies on the struture theory of loally
ompat onneted groups.
Lemma A.5. Let G be a onneted loally ompat group. Then any homogeneous quasi-
morphism ϕ : G→ Z is onstant.
Proof. By [MZ55, Theorem 4.3℄, the group G possesses a ompat normal subgroup K suh
that G/K is a Lie group. In view of Lemmas A.2 and A.4, there is no loss of generality
in assuming K = 1. We suppose heneforth that G is a Lie group. Let R denote its soluble
radial. Thus R is a onneted Lie group whih is amenable as an abstrat group. In partiular
the restrition of ϕ to R is a homomorphism, and we dedue ϕ(R) = 0 sine R is generated by
one-parameter subgroups. By Lemma A.2, we may thus further assume that G is semi-simple.
Appealing again to Lemma A.4, it is enough to deal with the ase when G is simple and non-
ompat. Let P be a minimal paraboli subgroup of G. Then P is soluble-by-ompat and,
hene, as before the restrition of ϕ to P vanishes. The Bruhat deomposition now implies
that every element of G is a bounded produt of elements of a nite number of onjugates of
P . Thus ϕ(G) is bounded, whene onstant by homogeneity. 
Proof of Theorem A.1. Let G◦ denote the neutral omponent of G. By Lemma A.5, the re-
strition of ϕ to G◦ vanishes. Thus Lemma A.2 ensures that ϕ desends to a homogeneous
quasi-morphism of the group of omponents to Z. In other words, it sues to prove the
theorem in the ase when G is totally disonneted. It is enough to show that ϕ−1(0) is open.
By [Bou71, III 4 No 6℄, the group G possesses some ompat open subgroup Q. Thus Q is
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a pronite group and Lemma A.3 shows that ϕ(Q) = 0. Thus ϕ−1(0) is indeed open and we
are done. 
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